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Abstract

The power converter is one of the most vulnerable components of a wind1

turbine. When the converter of an offshore wind turbine malfunctions, it2

could be difficult to resolve due to poor accessibility. A turbine generally3

has a dedicated controller that regulates its operation. In this paper, a4

collective control approach that allows a cluster of turbines to share a single5

converter, hence a single controller, that could be placed in a more accessible6

location. The resulting simplified turbines are constant-speed stall-regulated7

with standard asynchronous generators. Each cluster is connected by a mini-8

AC network, whose frequency can be varied through a centralised AC-DC-9

AC power converter. Potential benefits include improved reliability of each10

turbine due to simplification of the turbines and enhanced profit owing to11

improved accessibility. A cluster of 5 turbines is assessed compared to the12

situation with each turbine having its own converter. A collective control13

strategy that acts in response to the poorest control is proposed, as opposed14

to acting in response to the average control. The strategy is applied to a15

cluster model, and simulation results demonstrate that the control strategy16

could be more cost-effective than each turbine having its own converter,17

especially with optimal rotor design.18
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1. Introduction

There is much interest in renewable energy due to concern over the envi-19

ronment, and wind is considered to be one of the most promising renewable20

energy sources. One of the reasons is that wind is an infinite and free source21

of energy with no harmful waste products. A wind turbine converts the ki-22

netic energy from the wind into mechanical energy. It is then converted into23

electricity, which is sent to a power grid. There are two basic configurations,24

vertical and horizontal-axis wind turbines. This paper is concerned with25

horizontal-axis wind turbines, having three blades [1]. The yaw mechanism,26

which is responsible for orientating the turbine towards the wind, is ignored27

in this paper.28

The power converter is one of the most vulnerable components of a wind29

turbine. When the converter of an offshore wind turbine develops a fault, it30

could be difficult to repair due to accessibility problems, e.g. as a result of31

bad weather, etc. Normally, a wind turbine is equipped with a dedicated full32

envelope controller that regulates its operation. In this paper, a collective33

control approach that allows a cluster of (5 to 10) wind turbines to share34

a single converter (hence a single controller), which could be located in a35

place where it is more accessible away from the turbines, is proposed. Main-36

taining a dedicated power converter for an individual turbine and placing37

each of them away from the turbines (i.e. for improved accessibility) would38

be significantly more expensive, and, therefore, a single converter is shared39

between all the turbines in a cluster. The resulting simplified turbines are40

constant-speed stall-regulated [2] machines with standard asynchronous gen-41

erators. Constant-speed and stall-regulated turbines are known to be more42

reliable than variable-speed and pitch-regulated turbines, respectively. Each43

cluster is connected by a mini-AC grid (or network), whose frequency can be44

varied through a centralised AC-DC-AC power converter.45

A number of clusters with its own dedicated mini-grid would be linked to46

constitute an offshore wind farm, which could subsequently be interconnected47

with an onshore wind farm through an appropriate transmission system.48

Various types of transmission system can be found in the literature, including49

the ones that exploit the high-voltage direct current (HVDC) [3, 4, 5], but50

this topic is not discussed in this paper.51

The AC frequency of the cluster is altered by a controller responding to52

measurements of generator torque (or generator power) from each turbine53

within the cluster, thus, varying the rotor speed of the turbine. If each54
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turbine experienced the same wind speed, the regulation of each turbine55

would be almost identical to the situation with each turbine having its own56

converter and controller. However, each turbine experiences a different wind57

speed, and, therefore, the operational state of each turbine deviates from58

the required control strategy to the extent that drive-train torque and rotor59

speed transients are increased. When the cluster size becomes too large, the60

regulation would become unacceptable.61

The idea of sharing a single converter between several turbines is not62

common but has been considered in the literature. In [6, 7] a single converter63

is also shared between several turbines but for different purposes; that is, for64

the purpose of re-powering smaller old wind turbines (e.g. 35 kW turbines)65

and for the purpose of reducing fluctuations on the wind farm power output66

in above rated wind speed (whereas the full operational envelop of wind speed67

is considered in this paper) focusing on the generator, respectively. In this68

paper, the impact of the proposed collective control strategy on the turbines’69

operation, including power efficiency and loads on the turbines, is studied.70

Another significant difference between these studies and the study presented71

here is that in [6, 7], it is assumed that each turbine is capable of providing72

an individual control by pitching while all the stall-regulated wind turbines73

considered in this study share a single collective control, i.e. the sole control74

action here is the collective control. Moreover, since the turbines considered75

in [6, 7] are relatively small, it is assumed that each turbine experiences the76

same wind speed therein. In this study, each turbine is significantly larger,77

being a 5 MW machine, and the turbines are therefore placed approximately78

1 km apart. Hence, each turbine experiences a unique wind speed (although79

correlated to be realistic), significantly impacting on the control performance.80

The main contribution of this paper can now be summarised as propos-81

ing, implementing and testing the set-up whereby a single power converter82

and the controller are shared between multiple turbines. The novel objective83

is achieved by the use of a collective control strategy that is further improved84

to take account of the worst performing turbines when necessary. Potential85

benefits include improved reliability of each turbine due to simplification of86

the turbines and increased profit as a result of improved accessibility. Reli-87

ability improves further due to the use of constant-speed and stall-regulated88

wind turbines as opposed to variable-speed and pitch-regulated wind tur-89

bines. Note that even though the wind turbines are constant-speed machines90

[8], a variable-speed operating strategy is exploited in this study because the91

frequency of each cluster can be altered through a centralised AC-DC-AC92
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power converter. The disadvantage is that the control of each turbine is93

deteriorated with implications of potentially reduced energy capture and in-94

creased loads. These disadvantages undoubtedly become greater as the size95

(i.e. the number of turbines) of the cluster increases. In this paper, a cluster96

consisting of 5 turbines is investigated in comparison to the situation with97

each turbine having its own converter and controller. In order to develop98

the proposed collective control scheme, a wind turbine controller based on99

an existing strategy is first designed and implemented; that is, this controller100

serves as the basis for the collective control scheme. The importance of the101

choice of rotor design on the performance of the collective control strategy is102

also discussed.103

A modified version of the wind turbine reported in [9] is modelled in104

Matlab/SIMULINK R© in Section 2. The parameters of the SUPERGEN105

Wind Energy Technologies Consortium (Supergen) 5MW turbine are ex-106

ploited. This model is subsequently utilised as a control model [10] for107

designing a full envelope controller for the turbine as reported in Section108

3. Model Predictive Control (MPC) [11] is chosen as the controller design109

algorithm. The process input and output are grid frequency and generator110

torque, respectively, in contrast to the standard control strategy in which111

the process input and output are generator torque demand and generator112

speed, respectively. A stall-regulated variable-speed operating strategy [12]113

over the whole operational envelope is designed for a single turbine and its114

performance assessed in Section 3.115

Subsequently, a cluster model of 5 wind turbines is developed by replicat-116

ing the single turbine model in combination with a DNV-GL-Bladed (Bladed)117

model of the same turbine (i.e. Supergen 5MW exemplar wind turbine) in118

Section 4. Suitable stochastic models for the wind speeds for each turbine,119

taking account of the correct correlation for layout of the cluster, are incorpo-120

rated into the cluster model. As with the single turbine case, the plant input121

and output for the cluster are the frequency of the local network connect-122

ing the cluster and measurements of generator torque (or power) from each123

turbine, respectively. A collective control strategy for the cluster of turbines124

that acts in response to the turbines with the poorest control when necessary125

is proposed, and the simulation results are compared with the situation with126

each turbine having its own converter and controller. Conclusions are drawn127

and future work discussed in Section 5.128
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2. Modelling129

A simple Matlab/SIMULINK simulation model is developed in this sec-130

tion, based on the equations provided in [9]. This simplified model is the131

control design model exploited for designing the controllers in Sections 3 and132

4. Research is still being conducted to develop more detailed models to pre-133

dict wind turbines’ response and performance more accurately [13, 14], but134

the controllers are still designed based on simplified models similar to the135

one reported in this section [15, 16, 17]. In fact, it is recommended that136

the control design model be kept not too complex since it could cause the137

controllers to be active at high frequencies and to lack robustness. A high138

fidelity aero-elastic model (of the same turbine) in Bladed is thus utilised to139

simulate the plant in Section 3. This model produces additional dynamics140

enabling further results to be obtained, including all significant variables and141

loads and lifetime equivalent fatigue load estimates.142

The model employs the parameters of the 5MW exemplar wind turbine143

of Supergen. As the size of a cluster increases, each wind turbine would144

experience greater drive-train load transients and fluctuations in generated145

power in above rated wind speed as a result of increasing differences in the146

wind speed each turbine experiences. In order to ameliorate these effects147

to an extent, the model replaces the existing synchronous generator with an148

asynchronous induction generator since the latter would provide considerably149

greater damping.150

2.1. Wind speed model151

The wind stochastically varies with time and continuously interacts with152

the rotor [18]. The effective wind speed is wind speed averaged over the rotor153

area so that the power spectrum of aerodynamic torque remains intact. In154

this paper, it is derived by filtering the point wind speed [12] through the155

filter introduced in [18]. The point wind speeds that take account of the156

correlation of the cluster layout is obtained from Bladed. The effective wind157

speeds are required to simulate the Matlab/SIMULINK models in Section158

4. In Section 3, the wind is simulated in Bladed, and, thus, the effective159

wind speed model is not required. Turbulence intensity of 10% is employed160

throughout this paper.161
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2.2. Aerodynamics162

The aerodynamic torque, Tf , has a nonlinear relationship with the effec-
tive wind speed, U , and the rotor speed, Ω, as follows:

Tf =
1

2
ρπU2R3Cp(λ)

λ
(1)

where the tip-speed ratio, λ, is defined as

λ =
RΩ

U
(2)

R denotes the rotor radius, Cp the aerodynamic power coefficient, and ρ the163

air density. From equations (1) and (2), it is clear that, for each wind speed,164

the maximum power is produced at the value of the tip-speed ratio for which165

the aerodynamic power coefficient is at a maximum. Hence, the value of Tf166

that corresponds to the maximum power values is proportional to Ω2.167

2.3. Drive-train Dynamics168

Rotor speed, Ω, and generator speed, wg, are dependent on aerodynamic
torque, Tf , and generator reaction torque, Te as follow[

Ω

wg

]
=

[
A(s) B(s)

C(s) D(s)

][
Tf

Te

]
(3)

The simplified model introduced here neglects the intermediate and high
frequency components, and A(s), −B(s)/N , C(s)/N , and −D(s)/N2 are
reduced to

1

((I1 +N2I2)s+ (γ1 +N2γ2))
(4)

where I1 (= 3.9 × 107 kg m2) denotes rotor inertia, I2 (= 534.1 kg m2) gen-169

erator inertia, N (97) gearbox ratio, γ1 (= 1.5 × 105 Nm/rad/s) low-speed170

shaft external damping coefficient, and γ2 (= 5Nm/rad/s) high speed shaft171

external damping coefficient.172
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2.4. Induction Generator Unit Dynamics173

The model introduced in [9] includes a synchronous generator, but the
model introduced here is modified to include an induction generator as pre-
viously mentioned. The the induction generator model is represented by the
following equation

0.08Ṫe + Te = 5× 104(wg −
fg
np

) (5)

where fg denotes the grid frequency and np the number of poles.174

3. Full Envelope Control175

The controller design for regulating variable-speed wind turbines could be176

categorised into two parts – the determination of the operating strategy of the177

controller and its synthesis. Recall that although the turbines are constant-178

speed machines, variable operating strategy is exploited in this study since179

the frequency of each cluster can be varied through a centralised AC-DC-180

AC power converter. The method of synthesis is Model Predictive Control181

(MPC) although other control algorithms, including Linear Quadratic Gaus-182

sian (LQG) [19], [20] and H∞ [21], [22], would also be equally pertinent.183

Normally, the determination of control strategy is more challenging as184

the implementation issues such as accommodation of the variation in turbine185

dynamics, and thus control regulation, over the full operational envelope,186

actuator constraints, which are most significant to the application, switching187

transients, start-up and shut-down all need to be identified and the controller188

realisation that best resolves them chosen. That is, this is related to nonlinear189

aspects of the turbine dynamics, and a careful investigation of the global190

behaviour of the system is essential. In this study, a control strategy that has191

been thoroughly tested and is currently in operation in real life is exploited.192

The details can be found in [23], but the control regulation and switching193

parts are briefly revised in this section.194

3.1. Rotor Characteristics and Control Strategy195

Two rotors having different aerodynamic characteristics are initially con-196

sidered. The aerodynamic power coefficients for Rotor A [9] and Rotor B197

(provided by Supergen) are presented in Figure 1, which demonstrates that198

Rotor A has a peaked Cp− λ curve whereas Rotor B has a broad flat Cp− λ199

curve. The difference impacts greatly on the control strategy.200
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Figure 1: Cp − λ curves with flat and peaked characteristics.

The control strategies for both rotors are depicted in Figures 2 and 3.201

For both, in mode 1, a constant rotor speed is maintained in the lowest wind202

speeds; in mode 2, the rotor speed is varied to maximise the aerodynamic ef-203

ficiency in intermediate wind speeds; in mode 3, constant rotor speed (higher204

than the first mode) is again maintained in higher wind speed; in mode 4, the205

rotor stalls to maintain rated power in above rated wind speeds. In Figure206

2, mode 3 is only present to reduce the overshoot that could occur when207

switching between modes 2 and 4.208

Rotor A and Rotor B are, respectively, suitable for stall regulation and209

pitch regulation because, as depicted in Figures 2 and 3, rotor speed needs210

to be reduced much more rapidly as it switches from mode 3 to mode 4 with211

Rotor B (i.e. the distance between mode 3 and the stall region is significantly212

larger with Rotor B as depicted in the figures). However, when the number213

of turbines in each cluster increases to 5, reduced energy capture cannot be214

avoided. Rotor A is more vulnerable to reduced energy capture than Rotor215

B since turbines with Rotor A need to operate much closer to the stall region216
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Figure 2: Operational strategy using Rotor A on the torque/speed plane.

as illustrated in the figures.217

In summary, Rotor A provides improved results when there is only one218

turbine in a cluster, and Rotor B outperforms Rotor A for a cluster of 5219

turbines. Consequently, it would be appropriate to exploit a rotor that shares220

the characteristics of Rotor A and Rotor B. Unfortunately, such a rotor is221

not available for this study, and Rotor B is utilised throughout this paper to222

maintain improved energy capture.223

3.2. Control Regulation224

In mode 2, Tf is caused to track the Cpmax curve. Because the Cpmax

curve is proportional to Ω2, the corresponding output, yi, which is also the
input to the controller as depicted in Figure 4, is defined as follows [23]

yi = Tf,i − kΩ2
i (6)

for i = 1, . . . , N , where N denotes the number of turbines in each cluster.225
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Figure 3: Operational strategy using Rotor B on the torque/speed plane.

Tf,i cannot be directly measured and is, therefore, estimated from the
measured drive-train torque, Te,i. The equation thus becomes

yi = NTe,i + h(s)Ωi − kΩ2
i (7)

In order to obtain h(s), equation (3) can be re-expressed as

Tf,i =
Ωi

A(s)
− B(s)

A(s)
Te,i (8)

Since B(s) = −A(s)N (refer to equation (4)), Tf,i in equation (8) can be
redefined as

Tf,i = A−1(s)Ωi +NTe,i (9)

Hence, h(s) is obtained as

h(s) =
1

A(s)
(10)
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Figure 4: Control scheme.

However, since the derivative term in h(s) could amplify the high frequency
noise, a low-pass filter is introduced, modifying h(s) in equation (10) as
follows

h(s) =
b

A(s)(s+ b)
(11)

where b is in the range of 5 to 10 rad/s.226

In mode 3, Tf,i is caused to track the constant rotor speed segment of
the operating strategy curve shown in Figures 2 and 3. The corresponding
output is, therefore, as follows

yi = Ωi − Ω0 (12)

where Ω0 denotes the relevant constant rotor speed. This particular regu-227

lation could lead to significant reduce energy capture, but it is necessary to228

include this regulation since it enables smoother transition between modes 2229

and 4.230

In mode 4, the rated power, P0, is maintained, in above rated wind speed,
by causing Tf,i to track the constant power curve. The corresponding output
is, therefore, as follows

yi = Tf,i −
P0

Ωi

(13)

As with equation (7), equation (13) is modified to

yi = Te,i + h(s)Ωi −
P0

Ωi

(14)
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3.3. Linearisation231

From the nonlinear model introduced in Section 2, together with either
equation (6), (12) or (14), depending on the mode of operation, a state space
model can be linearised for the three operating points, modes 2, 3 and 4, as
follows:

∆xk+1 = A∆xk +B∆uk

∆yk = C∆xk (15)

where A, B, and C are the state space matrices. ∆yk ∈ Rn, ∆uk ∈ Rm and
∆xk ∈ Rr (where n, m, and r are respectively 1, 3, and 1) are defined as

∆yk = yk − yk,o (16)

∆uk = uk − uk,o (17)

∆xk = xk − xk,o (18)

yk, uk, and xk are the output, input, and states, respectively, and yk,o, uk,o,232

and xk,o are the operating points around which the models are linearised.233

The process input is the grid frequency, and the process output is y, which234

is generator torque, from either equation (6), (12) or (14) according to the235

wind speed.236

For the sake of brevity, the equation can be rewritten as

xk+1 = Axk +Buk (19)

yk = Cxk (20)

3.4. Model Predictive Control237

For the linear model shown in equations (19) and (20), the prediction
equations for MPC can be derived as [24]

xk+1

xk+2

xk+3

...

xk+ny


︸ ︷︷ ︸

x
→

=



A

A2

A3

...

Any


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Pxx

xk +



Bu 0 0 . . .

ABu Bu 0 . . .

A2Bu ABu Bu . . .
...

...
...

...

Any−1Bu Any−2Bu Any−3Bu . . .


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Hxx



uk+1

uk+2

uk+3

...

uk+ny


︸ ︷︷ ︸

u
→

(21)
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and

yk+1

yk+2

yk+3

...

yk+ny


︸ ︷︷ ︸

y
→

=



CgA

CgA
2

CgA
3

...

CgA
ny


︸ ︷︷ ︸

P

xk +



CgB 0 0 . . .

CgAB CgB 0 . . .

CgA
2B CgAB CgB . . .

...
...

...
...

CgA
ny−1B CgA

ny−2B CgA
ny−3B . . .


︸ ︷︷ ︸

H

u
→

(22)

where ny denotes prediction horizon, and u
→

is

[
uk+1 uk+2 . . . uk+nu−1 uk+nu uk+nu . . . uk+nu

]T
(23)

if control horizon, nu, is smaller than prediction horizon, ny. Prediction238

horizon ny should not be smaller than nu.239

The control solution is obtained by minimising the following objective
function [25]

J =
∥∥∥r −Hu

→
− P x̂k − Ld

∥∥∥2
2

+ λ
∥∥∥u
→

∥∥∥2
2

(24)

subject to the following constraints

ui ≤ ui ≤ ui (25)

∆ui ≤ ∆ui ≤ ∆ui (26)

where ui and ui denote the upper and lower limits on ui, respectively, and240

∆ui and ∆ui the upper and lower limits on ∆ui, the rate of change of input,241

respectively. r denotes the reference signal, H and P are from equation (22),242

and L is a vector of ones. The offset d (= y − ŷ) is included to produce243

unbiased predictions and offset correction. The first ‖.‖ term is to reduce244

the reference tracking error and the second ‖.‖ term to reduce the control245

action. Consequently, λ gives a trade-off between two conflicting problems.246

x̂k comes from the internal model here but the use of a state estimator such247

as the Kalman filter could also be appropriate.248
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Figure 5: Switching procedure.

3.5. Switching249

The controller needs to operate over the full operational envelope of wind250

speed as described in Section 3.1. The MPC designed linear controllers are251

combined through a switching procedure in a smooth manner that avoids the252

introduction of large transients. One of the switching procedures introduced253

in [23] is employed.254

As illustrated in Figure 5, switching between the three Single Input Single255

Output (SISO) controllers (i.e. C1, C2 and C3, respectively for modes 2, 3256

and 4) is required. The integral action, present in all the controllers, is257

placed after the switch, thereby smoothing the discontinuities, which occur258

on switching, and avoiding integral wind-up, which would otherwise occur259

because the mean value of ei (for i = 1, 2, 3) is not zero when q acts in260

response to qi (for i = 1, 2, 3). The difference in the spectra is partially261

removed by the controllers C1, C2 and C3, but a residual difference, mainly262

due to the relationships of ei (for i = 1, 2, 3) to the wind speed, remains. The263

filters, fi(s) (for i = 1, 2, 3), are designed to reduce this residual difference and264

also the high frequency components of the spectra to reduce chattering due265

to too rapid switching. Also, hysteresis needs to be incorporated to remove266

chattering even further. Finally, the scaling constants, gi (for i = 1, 2, 3), are267

present to adjust the relative distances to the curve.268
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3.6. Simulation Results269

The controller is initially tuned through the application of the controllers270

to the Matlab/SIMULINK model. The open-loop frequency response (the271

controller applied to the model with open-loop) at each operating point is272

depicted in Figure 6. Each gain crossover frequency is near 1 rad/s, which273

implies that the control action would be neither too relaxed nor too aggressive274

[26]. It is also indispensable to ensure that the controllers at each mode are275

stable [27, 28]. As depicted in the figure, phase margins for the below rated276

(mode 2), constant speed (mode 3) and above rated (mode 4) controllers are277

approximately 81, 84 and 75◦, respectively, indicating that their closed-loop278

responses would be stable. Note that the MPC controllers incorporate a279

positive feedback, i.e., the phase at the gain crossover frequency should be280

added to a multiple of 360 degrees instead of 180 degrees to derive the phase281

margin.282

Once the controller is designed and tuned against the Matlab/SIMULINK283
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Figure 7: Behaviour of the turbine on the torque/speed plane.

model (i.e. the control model), the controller is applied to the Bladed model284

(i.e. the plant model of the same Supergen 5MW exemplar turbine) and285

detuned. The differences between the control and plant models provide a286

degree of model-plant mismatch to test the robustness of design. Moreover,287

aero-elastic models, such as the plant model, includes more dynamics en-288

abling further results to be obtained, including all significant variables and289

loads and lifetime equivalent fatigue load estimates. Note that the use of290

aero-elastic models is common in controller design before the application to291

the real-life wind turbines. StrathControl Gateway, a commercial software292

package that fully integrates the simulation, is utilised to allow the controller293

designed in Matlab/SIMULINK to be applied to the Bladed model.294

Figures 7 and 8 depict the behaviour of the control strategy on the295

torque/speed planes [23]. In order to tune the controller, it is first applied296

to the control design model, i.e. the simplified model developed in Mat-297

lab/SIMULINK, as depicted in Figures 7b and 8b, and subsequently to the298

Bladed model as shown in Figures 7a and 8a. Recall that the Bladed model299

simulates the plant in this paper. The simulations in this section are carried300

out at mean wind speeds of 8, 9, 11, 12, 14 and 16 m/s for the duration of301

500 s.302

As previously mentioned, the controller employs a switching mechanism303

that has been tested exhaustively [23]. It is a switching mechanism that is304

currently exploited in industry and is briefly revised in Section 3.5. Since305
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this rotor is not originally designed for stall-regulation, the overshoots that306

occur when switching, especially between mode 3 and mode 4, are inevitable.307

Nonetheless, the perturbations of aerodynamic power and generator power308

stay within acceptable 20% at wind speed above rated when applied to the309

Bladed model. Recall that the results can be improved significantly by util-310

ising Rotor A, but Rotor B needs to be used here because Rotor B outper-311

forms Rotor A when there are 5 turbines in a cluster, as discussed in the312

following section. The difference between the results when the controller is313

applied to the Matlab/SIMULINK and Bladed models mainly arises from314

rotational sampling and unsteady aerodynamics, which are included in the315

Bladed model only. Rotational sampling and unsteady aerodynamics should316

not impact on the control design [2], and thus it is evident that the use317

of a simplified model is sufficient for designing a wind turbine controller.318

Moreover, successful application to the Bladed model demonstrates that the319

controller designed based on the simplified model is robust. This controller320

serves as the basis for the collective control strategy introduced in Section 4.321

The power efficiency at wind speed below rated cannot be obtained from322

Bladed simulations since the effective wind speed [18], required for the cal-323

culation of the power efficiency, is not available. However, it is illustrated in324

[29] that the power efficiency obtained by applying the controller to the Mat-325

lab/SIMULINK model, instead, provides almost identical results. Therefore,326

the power efficiency (through the application of the controller to the Mat-327

lab/SIMULINK model as opposed to the Bladed model) at wind speed below328

rated (i.e. 8 m/s) is plotted in Figure 9. It stays relatively high at above329

97.5%. Improvement is possible at the cost of “generator” power efficiency.330

The average power efficiency over time is 99.6% as shown in Figure 9.331
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Figure 8: Behaviour of the turbine on the torque/speed plane; red dots indicate ±20% at
wind speed above rated.
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Figure 9: Power efficiency; 1 turbine in a cluster.
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4. Collective Control332

Initially, the controller designed in Section 3 has been applied to the model333

for a cluster of 5 wind turbines. It responds to the average of yi(i = 1, . . . , N)334

from equation (6), (12) or (14), depending on the current operating mode.335

In this approach, the controller tends to perform satisfactorily when N is336

relatively small. However, as it reaches 5, the performance becomes poorer337

because wind speed would be less uniform across a larger cluster than a338

smaller cluster, hence the difference between any yi and the average would339

increase.340

For improved results, a new collective strategy is introduced in this section341

to take into account the worst control by choosing yi that is the furthest from342

the average when necessary. When wind speed is relatively uniform across the343

cluster, the average is chosen, otherwise, the controller chooses the turbine344

that is operating furthest from the average. The details of this strategy are345

described as follows, referring to Figure 10.346

4.1. Collective Control Strategy347

1. Error is defined as yi(i = 1, . . . , N) from equations (6), (12) and (14),348

depending on the current operating mode. Average error is the mean349

of yi(i = 1, . . . , N). Largest error refers to the absolute largest error.350

2. If the largest error is in Region BR1/AR1, the largest error is the351

control input. It improves the performance significantly over the use352

of the average error as the control input. In order to enable smoother353

transition between the largest errors, a low-pass filter is incorporated.354

Thresholds 1 and 4 are defined in the same way as defining the Cpmax355

tracking curve in below rated wind speed; that is, using equation (6),356

but with a different k. Thresholds 2 and 3 are defined in the same way357

as defining the constant power curve in above rated wind speed, using358

equation (13), but with a different P0.359

3. If the largest error is in Region BR2/AR2, the average error is the360

control input. In this situation where wind speed is relatively uniform361

across the cluster, the use of the average error compared to the largest362

error improves the performance. If the largest error was used at all363

times, too much chattering would occur as the largest error “changes”364

– e.g. Turbine 1 has had the largest error so far, but now Turbine 2365

has the largest error. When the average error is tracked, the low-pass366

filter used in Region BR1/AR1 is no longer required.367
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Figure 10: Collective control strategy.

4. If the average error is in Region BR3/AR3, the average error is used.368

This is to enable a smooth transition between Region BR3/AR3 and369

Region M; that is, if the largest error is used here, large transient370

overshoots in torque occurs as switching takes place, in addition to371

switching taking place incorrectly, i.e. at a wrong time.372

5. To avoid chattering while crossing the thresholds, hysteresis needs to373

be included between374

• Region BR1 and BR2375

• Region AR1 and AR2376

• Region BR1&BR2 and Region BR3377

• Region AR1&AR2 and Region AR3378

• Region BR3 and Region M379

• Region AR3 and Region M380
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Figure 11: 4 effective wind speeds (mean of 8m/s) used with the Matlab/SIMULINK
models, turbines 1, 2, 4 and 5.

4.2. Simulation Results381

The Bladed model provides greater details for the structural loads, while382

the Matlab/SIMULINK model enables many turbines to be included in a383

cluster as previously mentioned. The cluster model thus consists of 4 Mat-384

lab/SIMULINK models (introduced in Section 2) and 1 Bladed model (of the385

same turbine). The two software packages are connected using StrathControl386

Gateway, a commercial software package that fully integrates the simulation.387

Modelling mismatch exists between the Bladed and Matlab/SIMULINK mod-388

els, but it would also exist in real life. As introduced in Section 2, point wind389

speeds are obtained using Bladed and filtered to produce effective wind speeds390

to be incorporated into the Matlab/SIMULINK models. For the Bladed391

model, this procedure is not needed since the software allows users to design392

wind models more easily. 4 correlated wind speeds at a mean of 8 m/s, used393

with the Matlab/SIMULINK models, are depicted in Figure 11. Similar wind394

speeds are obtained for different mean wind speeds.395
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Simulations in this section are carried out at mean wind speeds of 8, 9.5,396

11, 12, 14 and 16 m/s. Although switching takes place at mean wind speeds397

of 10 and 12 m/s in the situation with each turbine having its own converter398

and controller, as shown in Section 3.6, in the situation where there are 5399

turbines sharing a set of converter and controller, switching takes place at400

different mean wind speeds of 9.5 and 11 m/s. Therefore, 9.5 and 11 m/s,401

instead of 8 and 10 m/s, are chosen. This is because at any mean wind speed,402

the range of rotor speed is significantly reduced as the collective controller403

responds to the average of yi(i = 1, . . . , N) in comparison to the situation404

with each turbine having its own converter and controller.405

Figures 12 and 13 depict the performance of the control strategy on the406

speed/torque planes. In comparison to the situation with each turbine having407

its own converter and controller, Figure 13 depicts greater drive-train load408

transients and larger fluctuations in generator power, especially in Turbines409

4 and 5, which cross over ±20 %. Referring to Figure 12, increased loads410

on the rotor can be surmised. Variance of the measurements of Turbine 3 is411

larger than the others since the Bladed model includes more dynamics than412

the Matlab/SIMULINK model, e.g. unsteady aerodynamics and rotational413

sampling.414

The power efficiencies and their mean at wind speed below rated (i.e.415

8 m/s) are plotted in Figure 14 for each turbine. Turbine 3 is excluded416

here since the direct calculation of its power efficiency cannot be attained in417

Bladed, as explained in Section 3.6. Despite the increased number of turbines,418

they stay relatively high, with the average and the lowest power efficiencies419

exceeding 98 % and 95 %, respectively. When Rotor A is employed, the420

power efficiencies are significantly lower, with the average and the lowest421

power efficiencies not exceeding 80 % and 60 % [30]. This is the reason that422

Rotor B instead of Rotor A is utilised in this study even though Rotor A is423

more suitable for stall-regulated operations.424

The results in this section depict that the performance of each turbine425

degrades compared with the situation with each turbine having its own con-426

verter and controller. However, the deficit as a result of this degradation427

could be outweighed by the savings that could be made by sharing a set of428

converter and controller among 5 turbines. Furthermore, the results would429

improve significantly if improved rotors can be utilised.430

As each turbine experiences a different wind speed, the state of each tur-431

bine deviates from the required control strategy to the extent that drive-train432

torque and rotor speed transients are increased as previously mentioned.433
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Table 1: Performance indices for 1, 3 and 5 turbine wind farm

Number of Average duration outside Largest deviation

turbines the limits (%) (%)

1 0 9.61

3 1.67 26.7

5 2.68 29.8

Clearly, the deviation should become larger as the number of turbines in-434

creases, and turbines would eventually operate outside the 20% limits de-435

picted (in red) in Figures 8 and 13. The average duration of the turbines’436

operation outside the limits is tabulated in Table 1 for wind farms of 1, 3 and437

5 turbines. Since the limits are only crossed when switching from modes 3438

to 4, the average duration (in %) outside the limits is calculated only at the439

mean wind speed at which the switching takes place. Moreover, the largest440

deviation from the control design curve in percentage is also recorded in the441

table. Note that the Matlab/Simulink model simulates the turbines for the442

table. The result demonstrates that, as the number of turbines in each clus-443

ter increases, the turbines deviate more both in time and magnitude from444

the required control strategy as expected.445
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Figure 12: Turbines 1 to 5; Behaviour of each turbine on the torque/speed plane.
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Figure 13: Turbines 1 to 5; Behaviour of each turbine on the torque/speed plane.
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5. Conclusions and Future Work446

Equations from [9] are exploited for modelling a nonlinear wind turbine.447

The parameters of the Supergen 5MW exemplar turbine are exploited. In448

order to provide greater damping – hence to ameliorate the effect of drive-449

train load transients and larger fluctuations in generated power as a result450

of having multiple turbines in a cluster – the model replaces the existing451

synchronous generator with an asynchronous induction generator.452

An MPC based controller that operates over the full operational envelope453

of wind speed is designed based on the linearised models of this nonlinear454

model. It is first applied to a single turbine model (i.e. the Bladed model455

of the Supergen 5MW exemplar turbine), simulating a situation with each456

turbine having its own converter and controller. Subsequently, based on457

this full envelop controller, a collective controller for a cluster of 5 turbines,458

sharing a set of converter and controller, is designed. This collective control459

strategy acts in response to the poorest control when necessary as opposed460

to responding to the average control at all times. The strategy is assessed461

by application to a cluster model, consisting of 1 Bladed model and 4 Mat-462

lab/SIMULINK models. The Bladed model provides greater details for the463

structural loads, while the Matlab/SIMULINK model enables many turbines464

to be included in a cluster.465

The simulation results demonstrate that the performance of each turbine466

degrades as expected in comparison to the situation with each turbine hav-467

ing its own converter and controller. However, the cost as a result of this468

degradation could be outweighed by the savings that could be earned by469

sharing a single set of converter and controller among 5 turbines. Moreover,470

the simulation results could improve significantly if optimal rotor design can471

be employed although such a rotor is not available for this study. Most im-472

portantly, the collective control strategy allows the power converter, which473

is one of the most vulnerable components of a wind turbine, to be sepa-474

rated from the turbines that are less accessible, e.g. due to bad weather, etc,475

and to be placed in a location where it is more accessible. Consequently,476

downtime as a result of potential generator problems would reduce, and the477

reliability of each turbine would improve due to simplification of the turbines.478

Reliability of each turbine is further improved by the use of constant-speed479

stall-regulated machines.480

As future work, a rotor that is more suitable for the collective control481

strategy, i.e. a rotor that shares the characteristics of Rotor A and Ro-482
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tor B, could be developed. Furthermore, at the cost of increased compu-483

tational cost, more Bladed models could be employed to replace the Mat-484

lab/SIMULINK models since the Bladed model incorporates more dynamics485

enabling further results to be obtained, including all significant variables and486

loads and lifetime equivalent fatigue load estimates.487
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